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ABSTRACT
Reliable and timely traffic patterns have become an increasingly critical aspect of intelligent transport networks for traffic control. However, current predictive
models of traffic flow focused on centralized machine learning need to capture raw data for model education that entails significant pr ivacy risks. Federated
learning (FL) that exchanges model changes without raw data sharing have recently been launched as an innovative way to resolve these concerns to the security
of personal data. The current federal learning system is based on a central coordinator model dealing with serious security p roblems, including a single failure
point. The Literature review is presented in this study will focus on the integration of blockchain in federated learning. Federated learning (FL) based on
blockchain is thus suggested in the paper to support decentralized, efficient, and stable federated learning. The model inclu des three primary components;
customers, blockchain technology, and machine learning engineers. In addition, different methods are communicated to protect model privacy on the blockchain
further, and the advantages of the new learning system federated built on the blockchain are discussed.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, one of the main concerns is data privacy
[1], particularly for solving the problem of data privacy in deep
learning. A new mechanism termed Federated Learning (FL)
was introduced by Google to provide updates in local machine
learning models. It has been deployed in edge devices to make
similar updates in their global models of deep learning, which
are centralized being hosted on various cloud platforms [2][3].
It preserves privacy as the models are trained without needing
the data on the actual server itself; thus, federated learning
effectively protects data privacy[4].
FL works because the edge devices perform on-board
the execution of their models locally and continuously update
their execution environments. Thus, the edge devices work in
tandem, making it a collaborative learning scheme. If a notable
change is detected in any edge device at any point, the new
information gets pushed to the centralized models. The process
is done after confirming that the necessary measures for privacy
and security have been taken. The global models use this new
information for training, and their updates are then pushed
towards any relevant edge devices. FL helps lower potential,
optimize bandwidth, preserve privacy, and establish secure data
channels[5]. Melis et al., has highlighted that the scams of the
updated gradient approach and have affirmed that it can reveal
necessary information by using this approach about the training
data of the customers [21]. Moreover, recovered data from the
updated gradients uploaded by the attackers [22]. Above and
beyond, the FL approach is susceptible to poisoning attacks
when used to train the machine learning model [23].
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A distributed training model is used in FL, having two
roles, centralized server and edge devices. The devices at the
nodes will not upload their private and locally update and upload
only those information, i.e., updated pitches. The centralized
server then collects all local updates, integrating them to set up
an updated model. This benefit of privacy preservation has
helped FL attract attention from a growing number of
researchers in recent years. In this approach, the manufacturers
upload an initial model with a few parameters initialized,
accessible for customers to download on their devices on the
blockchain. The device collects data periodically, and the model
uses the extracted features from the collected data. Blockchain
technology supports the model manufacturer to review and
assess the malicious updates uploaded by the customers [25].
As mentioned above, a server in an FL setting does the
vital job of aggregating updates, selecting clients, and
maintaining the global model. The server needs a high network
bandwidth to collect updates from various clients, then
broadcasting the latest model to clients requires excessive
network bandwidth. Moreover, if the server is being hosted on a
cloud, the cloud provider's stability can affect it [6]. Client bias
also occurs in specific scenarios, skewing the global model. The
server may maliciously use this method to collect sensitive data
from clients' updates. Using third-party centralized servers such
as edge computing (MEC) servers can result in information
leakage [24].
Conventional federated learning cannot tell if an update
is coming from a compromised node in an internal attack by
malicious nodes. These updates are taken and aggregated as
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regular updates, causing the global model to be unable to link
up. If an external attack occurs, then the termination of the entire
federated learning process occurs. Thus, the conventional
system lacks essential security features and is not very robust
[7].
One approach is removing the server instead of
executing its tasks on the nodes only. The blockchain, used as
decentralized storage, can be employed to maintain FL. Several
protocols can then be designed for doing the execution tasks on
the customer site. BAFFLE [8] expresses using blockchain for
sharing and storing the global model. Thus, when the central
server gets wholly taken out of the picture, the abovementioned
problems are no longer relevant. But another problem that arises
is from the network transmission and computation operations
being transferred to the nodes. Because the nodes now have to
do the consensus tasks, computation costs per round become
higher[22].
I have suggested a framework of joined knowledge
which is decentralized blockchain-based technology. The offchain storage is implemented in our proposed framework using
the IPFS that stores the clutter of data locations on the
blockchain rather than storing the actual files. The cluster is
familiarized to discover a particular file over the system. The
network speed is controlled using the consensus algorithm
IBFT2 that controls the number of validators. The proposed
approach uses three intelligent contracts, i.e., ERC20 token
smart contract, store or fetches machine learning models, and
models Manager smart contract. Our approach offers scalability
for large tasks offered by the decentralized, federated learning
models.
OBJECTIVES
1) To analyze the data privacy in hospitals during Covid-19
2)
To examine the data security by using FL combined with
blockchain system
3) By using FL framework based on blockchain for the data of
patient’s

Figure 1: IPFS interacting with blockchain
2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Researchers have recently proposed some early
implementations of FL based on blockchain. Hu et al., proposed
a method for model segmentation and a decentralized FL
algorithm which is segmentation based along with gossip
protocol for improving performance at convergence and
maximizing the substitution between the two [9].Li et al.,
came up with a decentralized FL framework based on
blockchain to reduce internal attacks' influence, from malicious
nodes, on federating learning [10]. Roy et al., proposed another
decentralized FL framework that is peer-to-peer to be used in
medical scenarios, showing peer-to-peer environment dynamics,
which is of elevated degree [11].
Zhou et al., have proposed blockchain for maintaining
the global model to reach a consensus within the edge nodes'
community. It updates and transmits the model between several
communities, using the all reduce protocol. The different
communities all promote and continuously update the global
model [12].
Chen et al., have further proposed leveraging
blockchain to record all the updates from various nodes for

Figure 2 IPFS Section
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evaluating those updates later[13]. As a precaution, underrated
nodes can be removed from the community altogether to protect
against malicious nodes. But, simultaneously maintaining
multiple blockchain networks makes model sharing much more
difficult. Different nodes from differing communities can rarely
receive the updated history record or models of other
communities. Moreover, suppose an entire community is
somehow compromised and is malicious. In that case, the other
communities might not detect and therefore resist that
community, thus requiring a global detection mechanism [21].
Blockchain works as a distributed ledger to keep all
reported operations and becomes unwilling to tamper.
Blockchain uses the centralized server from collaborative
machine learning models to be removed, increasing security.
Podgorelec et al., proposed a method based on machine learning
that improves the signing of transactions and has a method of
identification for malicious transactions. Some blockchainbased applications can also employ deep strengthening learning;
these include mobile edge calculating, industrial IOTs, the
internet of vehicles, and cognitive radio networks[14].
Federated learning is an application of blockchain that
has increased researchers' focus in recent years. The possibility
of FL clients being cruel is always present. Thus, all clients
should record their local updates under a blockchain-based
federated learning setting.
Vistro et al., talked about the speed of convergence of
FL and its stability. The challenges can reduce To overcome
these challenges, a method based on blockchain is proposed
[15]. Umer et al., Also, propose another architecture based on
blockchain that aims to carry out aligned learning with several
global models [16]. Furthermore, Bao et al., came up with
another federated learning architecture, blockchain-based,
which utilizes past performance and various node data to
develop a trusty consensus [33,34].
Many other projects consolidate federated learning into
various blockchain technologies. A recent study supports the
implementation of the federated learning framework in mining
the blockchain [15]. However, this cannot be easy to realize as
it requires extensive adjustments to the consensus protocols.
Another decentralized framework of AI that uses blockchain is
proposed and implemented [19]. But the problem here is that all
the training data needs to be made available on the blockchain
for implementing it. It completely removes the benefits of
privacy that are meant to be the primary goal of federated
learning. The authors noted this as well, as they state that a
similar decentralized framework that also provides data privacy
is an essential part of their upcoming work[18][53-67]. A
BFLC algorithm which is a decentralized blockchain-based,
algorithm of federated learning that lowers effects of nodes that
are malicious which are internal that cast gradient attacks at
selecting few nodes which are trusted to build an assembly to
authenticate gradients [17]. Vistro et al.,
suggested an
approach that is completely decentralized peer-to-peer (P2P) to
multi-party ML blockchain-based termed as Biscotti. This
approach can defend against known attacks and possess
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comparatively better achievement on adaptable and faulttolerant systems [20].
Li. et al., proposed a BFLC algorithm, a decentralized
blockchain-based, a federated learning algorithm that lowers the
effects of internal malicious nodes that cast gradient attacks
when selecting a few nodes trusted to build an assembly to
authenticate gradients [10]. Vistro et al., suggested an entirely
decentralized peer-to-peer (P2P) approach to multi-party ML
blockchain-based termed as Biscotti. This approach can defend
against known attacks and possess comparatively better
adaptability and fault-tolerant systems. Decentralized
blockchain-based, merged learning has undoubtedly made much
progress in past years, yet some problems still need solving [18].
Our presented study has tried to fulfill the gap in the existing
literature.
3. METHODOLOGY
One of the critical primary features of blockchain is
decentralization. Managing multiple nodes to achieve a
common task is not simple. A procedure is required using which
all Blockchain network peers should reach a standard
agreement regarding the current situation of the distributed
ledger known as a consensus algorithm.
While there are several consensus protocols, we will
use Proof-Of-Authority (POA). It is faster, costs less computing
power than the POW, and offers trusted validated nodes to
manage [26, 27,28].
We have three smart contracts:
1. ERC20 token smart contract
1.1 Import OpenZepplin.
1.2. Customize token (token name, symbol, mint...etc)
2. Store/Fetch machine learning models
2.1 IPFS
2.2 Oracle to make IPFS calls
3. Models Manager smart contract
3.1 Manage model status: initial, filling, and done
3.2 Condition to parse from one state to another.
A consensus method called POA gives the ability
towards authenticated transactions or else interactions
alongside network along and to upgrade the presents less or else
more registry which is distributed to a small and designated
quantity of blockchain. It is similar to Proof of Stack, but it
gives node validator privilege based on identities, not
cryptocurrency holding. POA has a lot of consensuses
algorithms. One of the most famous mechanisms is Clique and
another new consensus algorithm, IBFT2. A clique consensus
algorithm could work with only one node for testing or three for
production [29,30].
We need to select between two different consensus
protocols. Comparing the two algorithms with each other: In
Clique networks, getting to consensus and happening blocks is
quicker. The probability of a fork grows as the quantity of
validators increases for Clique [Comparing POA Reference].
We will use IBFT2 as we can control the network speed by the
number of validators. We can offer scalability for large tasks
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offered by Federated learning models [31,32].
a) THE STATE-OF-THE-ART STUDY ASSOCIATED
3.1 IPFS SECTION
WITH COVID-19 PATIENTS’ DIAGNOSIS
The model sizes may be quite large, thus we need a
COMPARISON
storage system to save data. Such third-party storages are quite
For the credit cards fraud detection model, Eight banks
expensive. Saving data on the blockchain may be a good idea
had participated in this experiment with four different types of
but it will not be scalable for a large amount of data because of
datasets in different hospitals during Covid-19 outspread
the block size limit. This is why we propose a decentralized
.(ECC,RA,SD,VESTA) (Appendix 1).
storage system. [Fig. 1]
A protocol alongside a network that is peer-to-peer is
used to save and allocate data in a file system which is
distributed termed as InterPlanetary File System (IPFS).
Content-addressing is being used in IPFS to uniquely detect each
file in a global namespace joining all computing devices. By the
use of IPFS, off-chain collection can be used than a collect
cluster of data locations inside blockchain blocks as we already
know the IPFS hash size of 46 bytes.
3.2. SMART CONTRACTS
A self-executing contract called smart contract between
seller and buyer besides agreement’s term being straightly
written within code’s lines. The agreements and code carried
therein subsists over a decentralized network of blockchain
which is distributed. It is where the blockchain store the business
logic.
3.3 ORACLE
Solidity smart contracts can’t make HTTP calls so we use
an oracle to make HTTP calls. We need HTTP calls to manage
Figure 3: Comparison of performance base 1
IPFS from the inside of the smart contracts. The detailed
design of IPFS interacting with blockchain will be something
like in [Fig. 2].
3.4. TOKENS ERC20
Peers training models on their devices got some tokens
as a reward. ERC20 is a common standard on Ethereum
Blockchain. We are going to use it for token implementation to
distribute rewards. All ERC20 token implementations could
be imported from the OpenZeppelin library [35,36,37].
3.5. BLOCKCHAIN SYSTEM DESIGN
For the Blockchain Network, We need at least four
validator nodes. One of them should be a boot node if we work
on the testing environment. For actual production, we will use
eight nodes. Two of them are boot nodes. To make the network
Gas-Free, we are going to set the gas limit to 0x1fffffffffffff, and
the contract size limited to 2147483647. While launching the
blockchain network, ensure that the min gas option is set to 0.
[38,39,40].
Initial state -> Filing state by machine learning engineer
request. Filing state -> done state by time/storage/request.
Example: after six months, after ten gigabytes of storage, or after
Figure 4: Comparison of performance bas 1
the user requested to parse status.
 Gathering data requirements to check if the user is
3.6. DATASETS DESCRIPTIONS
appropriate to gather data from.
ECC (European credit cards) dataset provided by the
 Reward distributions.
ULB ML Group. Mohammed et al., carries credit card
 Save all users' data to be traceable.
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Figure 5: The proposed model for federat 1
transactions of about ten million with an unbalanced ratio of 1:
16, which comprises fraudulent transactions of about 5.96%. SD
data sets were sourced from Kaggle to evaluate the performance
of fraud detection methods [5]. VESTA, sourced from Kaggle,
holds real-world transactions of e-commerce and consists of a
massive range of features from device type to product features
[40,41,42].The performance comparison based on ECC and
Vesta datasets is mentioned in [Fig. 3] and [Fig. 4].
3.7. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
Figure 1 shows the proposed model for federated
learning (FL) based on blockchain technology. It contains
three primary components, i.e., customers, blockchain
technology, and machine learning engineers [43,44,45]. The
working of the proposed system model is entailed as follows.
1. The machine learning engineer requests a machine
learning model to build and upload an initial model with a
condition to stop and user requirements. The smart
contracts should upload all data to the IPFS then save the hash
inside the blockchain. Because of the large size of the model,
The IPFS is used as a distributed storage solution [41].
2. Customers who want to participate in the FL process
can download a primary model submitted via a machine
learning engineer from blockchain technology.
3. Customers fetch the model requirements, and the
customer’s device starts to gather the data to ensure that the
customer meets the requirements. If the customer meets the
requirements, his device starts collecting the data periodically
to apply the FL task on his local device.
4. The customer’s device extracts the features from the
collected data. The partitioned deep model training approach is
used in our proposed model because some of the customer’s
devices cannot extract the features or train the machine learning
model[42].
5. The MEC server is given by some third party with a
fair probability of information. Leakage. Thus, the training
procedure is then divided into 2 phases, i.e., the training of the
customer’s device and the training of the MEC server.
6. Customers train the ultimately linked layers within a
server of MEC. The device transfers privacy-protective features

alongside the actual labels toward the server of MEC. The
server trains fully connected layers in the deep learning model.
7. Because putting the original data into the model might
degrade its accuracy, the layers of the convolution neural
network are employed as a feature extractor to extract the
attributes from the original data gathered into the customer’s
device.
8. After the feature extraction phase, the differential privacy
(DP) noise is added alongside conventional privacy guarantee
to fluster the attributes earlier, unloading them to ultimately
linked sheets in the server of MEC. The proposed model
implements off-chain storage using IPFS. The hashes of the
data locations are stored on the blockchain rather than the actual
files themselves.
9. The loss produced in the training phase is reimbursed to the
device to update the front layers in the training model. In
traditional batch normalization, bounds within a batch size are
improved by removing the constraints of mean and variance, N
(The normalization is done using the formula).
10. After training, the customers upload the models to
blockchain technology. Validator nodes ensure the signature is
proper and the transaction is valid. Once the machine learning
engineer downloads the global model, all customers who
successfully participated in the federated learning task get some
tokens as a reward while the malicious customers are punished.
[Fig. 5] [46,47,48].
4.
RESULTS
The result compares the two proposed models and the state-ofthe-art in deep learning. The first proposed model for COVID19 patients can help detect COVID-19 by the lung screening
from CT scans as hospitals share their private data to train a
global and better model. The proposed model used three
hospitals in the experiment to achieve these outputs. The
classification accuracy, loss, and time of datasets against the
number of iterations are presented in [Fig. 6,7, 8].
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Figure 6: Classification accuracy agains 1
In figure 6 they show us a graph between classification
accuracy and number of iterations.

Figure 7: The Loss of dataset COVID-19 f 1
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Figure 8: The time of dataset COVID-19 f 1

Figure 9: Accuracy of the Models 1
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Figure 7 depicts the loss of the dataset COVID-19 for several
providers. The graph depicts the relationship between Loss
and the number of iterations.
Figure 8 shows the time for dataset COVID-19 for several
providers. The graph depicts the relationship between running
time and the number of iterations.
a. ACCURACY OF THE PROPOSED MODEL
Figure 9 shows the accuracy graph of the proposed
model.The proposed model is better than all other federated
meta-learning model approaches, with better accuracy and
performance. For both hospitals and banks, federated learning
proposed a way to share data more effectively than the
traditional machine learning models. In contrast, they are
protecting the privacy of each institution. During training,
institutions can provide the dataset, and details about their
dataset are disclosed by analyzing the distributed model with
blockchain to protect the decentralized network from possible
information leakage [Fig. 9]. [49,50].

During validation, the nodes should calculate the
average of the model's parameter values to obtain the global
model.
DIFFERENT APPROACHES
This section will demonstrate two use cases solved by
the federated learning/meta-learning using the blockchain.
The two cases have complex challenges to be solved by
traditional machine learning models regarding data privacy,
and the state-of-the-art will compare their results in deep
learning. Few challenges are demonstarated that are now
resolved by using this model with its system.
The first challenge related to COVID-19, How to share
data about the patients while keeping their privacy? It's hard
to identify the positive cases. So the system gathers data from
hospitals' CT scans for COVID-19 patients then trains the
model. Once the model is ready then share it with the
blockchain. All hospitals keeps their data private and share the
weight and the gradients only. The blockchain will be
responsible for sharing the data securely between hospitals to
create the global model using federated learning [51,52].

CONCLUSION
We proposed a spread-out framework learning system
in this paper that depends on the blockchain, a merged
learning structure based on blockchains with a committee
agreement (BFLC). We provide the research for the IPFS,
Smart Contracts, Oracle, Tokens ERC20, and Blockchain
System Design model. The results for the above analysis show
that without a uniform structure. A strategy for model splitting
and a reorganized FL calculation based on the splitting and
commotion convention improve execution by mixing and
improving substitution between the two. A method with which
all the blockchain network participants agree in the current
situation with the distributed data set of COVID patient in
hospital. The network's speed is controlled by the IBFT2
covenant algorithm, which controls the number of validators.
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